We consider a quantum particle subject to Ohmic dissipation, moving in a bichromatic quasiperiodic potential. In a periodic potential the particle undergoes a zero-temperature localizationdelocalization transition as dissipation strength is decreased. We show that the delocalized phase is absent in the quasiperiodic case, even when the deviation from periodicity is infinitesimal. Using the renormalization group, we determine how the effective localization length depends on the dissipation. We show that a similar problem can emerge in the strong-coupling limit of a mobile impurity moving in a periodic lattice and immersed in a one-dimensional quantum gas.
Introduction.-Localization has been a subject of interest for over half a century, following Anderson's seminal work on electron propagation in disordered media [1] . Recently, the recognition that the many-body localized (MBL) insulator is a stable state of matter with robust non-equilibrium phase structure has sparked renewed interest in the topic [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Although much of this effort has focused on isolated systems with uncorrelated disorder, two departures from these prevalent paradigms have emerged as significant. First, studying localization in open quantum systems coupled to an external 'bath' is both intrinsically interesting [7] [8] [9] [10] and relevant to many experiments [11] [12] [13] [14] . Second, quasiperiodic systems can also display localization, but unlike their disordered cousins, may be less susceptible to rare region effects that disrupt MBL in d > 1 [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Quasiperiodic potentials can be engineered robustly and controllably in cold atom experiments, either by superposing two mutually incommensurate optical lattices, or by 'cutand-project' techniques. Experiments have now begun to probe the interplay of localization, interactions, and coupling to a bath in quasiperiodic systems [11, 12, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Here, we show that the properties of a quasiperiodic system can be altered by coupling to a bath with nontrivial dynamics, even without interactions. As MBL focuses on excited eigenstates and hence high temperature T , baths in that context are approximated as Markovian, i.e. memoryless on long timescales [8] . In contrast, for T → 0, the bath autocorrelation time can diverge, so that memory effects become significant. Such non-Markovian baths can arise naturally from quantum dissipation, induced, e.g. by coupling to a continuum of gapless excitations [27, 28] . The simplest examples involve dissipative dynamics of a single quantum degree of freedom [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . This can be the position of a particle, but similar models arise more generally in 'quantum impurity problems', describing e.g. the phase of a resistively and capacitively shunted Josephson junction, a Kondo spin in a metal, or the scattering phase shift at a quantum point contact or across a mobile impurity in a quantum fluid [34] [35] [36] .
Despite their simplicity, these models can nevertheless exhibit phase transitions, e.g. as a function of dissipation strength [29, 32, 37, 38] . For instance, a particle in a periodic potential can undergo a T = 0 phase transition as the strength of Ohmic dissipation α is tuned: for α > α c the particle is localized in one of the potential minima, while for α < α c it is delocalized and undergoes quantum Brownian motion over long distances, where α c is a critical value of dissipation set by the periodicity of the potential [29] . We examine the fate of this T = 0 transition for quasiperiodic potentials. We show that the delocalized phase present at weak dissipation α < α c for a single periodic potential [29] is destabilized by an additional periodic perturbation, even when the latter has a higher critical dissipation strength in isolation. The resulting phase diagram depends on the ratio between the periods of the potentials. In the commensurate case, the delocalized phase survives, but with a lower critical dissipation strength than for either potential in isolation; for the incommensurate (quasiperiodic) case, it is destroyed. Notably, with dissipation the delocalized phase is absent even for infinitesimally weak quasiperiodic perturbations, in striking contrast to the dissipationless case [15] where it survives upto a critical value of the quasiperiodicity. Although the problem formally maps to a 'double-frequency' boundary sine-Gordon model with no exact solution, we can compute an approximate localization length using renormalization-group (RG) techniques. We showcase this approach for examples of commensurate and incommensurate perturbations.
We also find a surprising application of our analysis to the currently more experimentally realizable setting of a mobile impurity moving in a periodic lattice in one dimension, immersed in a quantum fluid that it scatters strongly via contact interactions. Here our model describes the dissipative dynamics of the scattering phase across the impurity, the relevant commensurability is between the gas density and the lattice, and the transition corresponds to a change in the impurity dispersion (energy-momentum relation E(P )), from flat to periodic.
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Model.-We begin by considering a single quantum particle interacting with a bath of harmonic oscillators [27, 28] . The joint Hamiltonian is
where a indexes the oscillators, q is the spatial coordinate of the particle, and H 0 = p 2 /2m + V (q), with V (q) a local potential. We assume linear particle-bath coupling f [q] = λ a q, and characterize the bath via its spectral function J(ω) = π 2 a λ 2 a maωa δ(ω − ω a ). We restrict to Ohmic dissipation, J(ω) = η|ω|, which in the classical/high-temperature limit yields Brownian motion described by a Langevin equation [27, 28] . Integrating out the bath in the partition function yields an (imaginary-time) effective action for the particle [39] , which for Ohmic dissipation and V = 0 is
We scale out a microscopic length q 0 (this will be set by the potential) and take θ(τ ) = 2πq(τ )/q 0 . We identify the characteristic energy scale E 0 = (2π ) 2 /mq 2 0 required to confine the particle to q 0 , so that Λ = E 0 / sets the scale of the bare kinetic energy. Since this is irrelevant under the RG by power counting (compared to the nonlocal bath contribution) we replace it by a cutoff Λ on the bath term [29] [30] [31] 33] 
Appropriate choices of V (q) realize a number of interesting scenarios. We will exclusively consider potentials of the form V (q) = − µ V µ cos(λ µ q), with one or two V µ initially nonzero. In this case, we choose q 0 = 2π/ min[λ µ ], and rescale parameters to obtain V [θ] = µ V µ cos(λ µ θ), where now λ µ ≥ 1 and V 1 = 0. We will analyze the phase diagram of S 0 + S V , where
Single Frequency.-We first consider a single harmonic, i.e. V µ = 0 for µ = 1, corresponding to a particle in a periodic potential [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 37] , with
meaning S 0 + S v is a boundary sine-Gordon model. Therefore, the perturbative effect of the potential to the 'free fixed point' (3) can be straightforwardly diagnosed using momentum-shell RG [29, 40] , as follows. First, we split the fields into 'slow' and 'fast' modes
where Θ is the unit step function, and b = e . We then integrate out the fast modes, possibly generating new terms, using a cumulant expansion about the Gaussian S 0 , and rescale frequencies via ω → bω to keep S 0 fixed. Finally, we define rescaled fields via θ (ω) = b −1 θ s (ω). Iterating this transformation, we obtain the RG flow equation for V 1 :
This shows that the model has a phase transition at α c = 1: for α < α c , V 1 flows to zero under the RG (corresponding to the free phase), whereas for α > α c , V 1 is relevant and the flow is to strong coupling. In this limit, a variational estimate suggests that the localization length ξ * diverges as (α − α c ) −1/2 [29] . The constancy of α under RG follows from two facts. First, note that V 1 is local in time, and coarse-graining preserves locality; in contrast, S 0 is nonlocal in time for T → 0, and so cannot emerge in the perturbative RG. Second, the coefficient of θ is fixed by translational symmetry, θ → θ + 2πZ. Thus, α does not flow [29] . Additionally, while V 1 itself does not receive corrections at second order in V 1 , a V 2 term is generated at at O(V 2 1 ). However, it is less relevant than V 1 , which is always the most relevant term generated by the flow to all orders. (This will no longer be true if a second harmonic V γ with γ ∈ Z is included.) Generalized RG Flows.-We now study the doublefrequency (bichromatic) boundary sine-Gordon model,
where, without loss of generality, we take γ > 1. Observe that with this choice, for α < 1, both V 1 and V γ are irrelevant if considered in isolation. For γ ∈ Z, any term generated by the RG has a higher scaling dimension than V 1 , and is therefore also irrelevant. For γ ∈ Z, we must consider the terms generated at second order in the RG equations. Intuitively, this is because 'beating' between two cosines can yield a cosine with a shorter wavelength, potentially relevant even when V 1 , V γ are not. This picture already signals that rational and irrational γ are physically distinct: in the former case, there are finitely many such beats; in the latter there are infinitely many. This is a consequence of the fact that a quasiperiodic potential has no shortest reciprocal lattice vector [41] .
To study these effects quantitatively, we determine the RG flow equations. We consider all wavevectors generated by the RG, corresponding to the set L = {λ : λ = |m + γn|, m, n ∈ Z} [42] . While an explicit derivation of RG equations requires a tedious (albeit standard) cumulant expansion [40] , their structure is fixed by the operator product expansion of boundary sine-Gordon theory:
where
, and '. . .' denotes higher-order terms that we neglect in this pertur- bative analysis. Evidently, this coupled set of equations (7) captures the beat phenomenon described above, since at O(V 2 ) the RG generates new terms that are absent at the bare level. These in turn generate other terms as the flow proceeds. The absence of θ → θ + 2π symmetry may allow additional terms that in principle could affect the RG flows; however, the set (7) remains valid at a perturbative level, and we proceed assuming their validity. To understand their solution, we consider the scenario where V 1 = u 0 , V γ = u 0 at the bare level; for a given α, the question then is to determine (i) the new critical dissipation strength α c < α c ; (ii) the RG time * (α) at which, for α c < α < α c a relevant potential generated by these bare values flows to O(1); and (iii) the corresponding localization length associated with this relevant potential. For * we enter the strong-coupling regime where our perturbative RG is no longer reliable. Unlike in the conventional single-frequency boundary sine-Gordon problem, there is no exact solution or duality to leverage here. Though we have assumed a flow to strong coupling, we cannot rule out the possibility of an intermediate fixed point stabilized by higher-order terms neglected in (7); this is a question for future analysis.
Taking γ = m/n ≥ 1 to be an irreducible rational number, the minimum non-zero wavevector is given by λ * = 1/n, and all V λ for λ ∈ L are irrelevant if α < α c ≡ λ 2 * , i.e., the delocalized phase survives, but shrinks in extent. However, for α c < α < 1, the localization is driven by high-order 'beats': bare V 1 , V γ are irrelevant, but generate other V λ s as they flow to zero; eventually, a relevant term emerges and grows to O(1). The corresponding scale * controls the crossover to localization: intuitively, it is the scale at which the particle 'sees' the potential. To understand this, we consider (7) for a minimal set of V λ needed to generate a relevant term. We ignore second-order terms for each unless they help generate the relevant term, which is justified by numerical iteration of (7). We then integrate the flows of V 1 ( ) and V γ ( ) directly [40] . For γ = 3/2 and 1/4 < α < 1, since a relevant term (V 1/2 ) is generated by these two directly, we find it grows to O(1) in an RG 'time'
where the omitted terms . . . do not involve u 0 or . We can extract from this scale a localization length ξ * ∝ θ 2 (τ ) , where in evaluating the average we only consider the modes between the current RG scale Λe − * and the original cutoff Λ. We find
, which mirrors a variational calculation for the single-harmonic problem [29] . A similar relation for * may be obtained for generic commensurate γ, but with the difference that higher powers of and u 0 appear in the logarithm, corresponding to the fact that the relevant operator emerges at a higher order. Quasiperiodic Case.-We now turn to the quasiperiodic (incommensurate) problem. For irrational γ ∈ Q, we see immediately that the minimum non-zero wavevector λ * in L is ill-defined. Therefore, the critical dissipation strength for localization is zero, so that arbitrarily weak dissipation leads to localization. Intuitively, for rational γ = m/n, the combined potential V (θ) = V 1 cos θ + V γ cos γθ always contains a periodic set of equally-spaced minima (e.g., at spacing 2πn); if the dissipation is sufficiently weak that coherent tunneling between these minima remains possible, the delocalized phase survives. Conversely, for irrational γ, V (θ) hosts no such periodic set of minima -indeed, there is no real-space periodicity. Therefore, the coherent tunneling is disrupted on long length scales, so that no matter how small the dissipation, the particle will eventually come to rest in some potential minimum.
For concreteness, we consider the Fibonacci potential, given by γ = ϕ = 1 2 1 + √ 5 , the Golden mean. Within L, we note that the decreasing sequence λ n ≡ (−1) n (F n+1 − ϕF n ) = ϕ −n -where F n is the n th element of the Fibonacci sequence -goes to zero rapidly as n → ∞. We will refer to these as Fibonacci wave numbers: taking λ 0 = 1, λ 1 = ϕ − 1 is the first new term generated by the RG with a smaller wave number than those present at the bare level, and subsequent λ n are quickly generated by successive RG iterations, λ n = λ n−2 − λ n−1 . Although for a given α there exist many arbitrary µ m,n = m − ϕn such that µ 2 m,n < α, a smaller Fibonacci wave number will always have been generated earlier in the RG, and thus will have had more time to grow in strength and spawn further λ n . Thus, determining the most relevant wave number is simplified relative to a generic irrational γ (though by analogy to the Fibonacci case, we conjecture they will be generated by successive 'best rational approximants' of γ).
The crossover to localization is controlled by a critical scale * , the RG time for some relevant term to become O(1). We denote λ n * as the first relevant term become O(1) when all λ n are allowed to be non-zero. Each λ n requires RG time n to grow to O(1), and * corresponds to the smallest among the n for a given α, where n is determined by analogy to (8) 
as may be verified by direct integration [40] . Omitted from (9) are sub-leading corrections that vanish in the limit α 1 [40] . As α is decreased, * is set by successive n * with larger Fibonacci indices: taking
α is determined by successive n in a piecewise manner, with * changing from n to
n . This leads to non-analyticity in ξ * (Fig. 1) . Although there is always a relevant, localizing potential with wave number λ n * , it requires increasingly long for this term to be generated, corresponding to * → ∞. Dynamically, it will take increasingly longer for the particle to 'feel' the localization. Realization via Mobile Impurity.-So far, we have assumed that our model directly describes a particle in a quasiperiodic landscape. This can be challenging to engineer and observe in cold-atom simulations. We now discuss an alternative route to the same physics in a mobile impurity problem [34] [35] [36] 43] . Consider a single mobile impurity, with coordinate X and momentum P , in a periodic optical lattice (spacing a = 1), and immersed in a quantum fluid. Described the latter as a Luttinger liquid with interaction parameter K and velocity v,
with [φ(x), ∂ y θ(y)] = iπδ(x − y) captures its dynamics. We assume that the optical lattice is sufficiently strong that the impurity has tight-binding dispersion given by H i = −t i cos(P ), and that the particle and the gas interact via contact interactions H int = uρ(X), where ρ(X) is the density of the gas. The full Hamiltonian is H = H i + H g + H int . It is convenient to make a unitary transformation U X = e iPgX to the frame comoving with the impurity, so that H → U X HU −1 X = H g + uρ(0) − t i cos(P − P g ). Since X is now absent from H, P is conserved and corresponds to the total momentum. We now take the u → ∞ limit, corresponding to a strongly-scattering impurity, where the leading term at O(1/u) involves the tunneling of gas particles across the impurity. This yields the Josephson-like term H r ≈ −t g cos(Θ), where Θ = θ(0 + ) − θ(0 − ) describes the phase shift across the impurity. We may relate P g to Θ by using the usual Luttinger liquid relations for the density ρ = π −1 ∂ x φ and momentum π φ = ∂ x θ:
where the integral excludes the origin as there is a break in the fluid at the impurity. We have used the mode ex-
, where N, J are the total current and total momentum, respectively, and n = N/L. Finally, we integrate out the gapless sound modes of H g subject to the boundary condition θ(0 + , t) − θ(0 − , t) = Θ(t); this generates dissipative dynamics for Θ. Working in imaginary time we arrive at the impurity effective action
with α = 1/K [44] , γ = n; P = 0 does not affect the RG flows, and hence, we see that the impurity is described by the double-frequency sine-Gordon action, with the wavevector of one of the cosines tuned by the gas density. Reinstating the lattice spacing a, we see that γ = na corresponds to the number of gas atoms in each unit cell of the potential seen by the impurity; evidently, there is no particular restriction to commensurate γ. In this language, the regime where the cosines are irrelevant corresponds to an impurity that is non-dispersive, i.e. whose energy is independent of P , while the one where the cosines are relevant correspond to a dispersive impurity. When the gas density is commensurate with the impurity potential, the impurity is able to move recoillessly between minima while simultaneously allowing an integer number of gas particles to tunnel across it; for sufficiently weak dissipation this 'dressed' process continues to show quantum Brownian motion. This effect is absent in the quasiperiodic case, but depending on the scale at which the system is probed, the dispersion will show different periodicity set by the potential that controls ξ * . We defer further investigation of the impurity realization of the quasiperiodic problem to future work. Discussion.-In conclusion, we have shown that a quantum particle moving in a quasiperiodic potential is always localized by a dissipative bath as T → 0. This is in sharp contrast with the well-known quantum phase transition in the periodic case. We also argued that this physics could be realized in the strong-coupling regime of a mobile impurity in a one-dimensional Fermi gas moving in a periodic lattice. On the formal side, we note that while the infrared behavior of the single-frequency boundary sine-Gordon field theory can be studied using instanton expansions and integrability, much less is known about multi-frequency variants. It would be very interestingand of direct relevance to an experimentally accessible regime of mobile impurity problems -to develop analytic tools to analyze the flow to strong coupling in this theory, and investigate the possibility of a new class of intermediate-coupling fixed points.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

General details of the model Integrating out the bath
Our system consists of a bath of quantum simple harmonic oscillators coupled linearly to a particle's spatial degree of freedom,
where H 0 = p 2 /2m + V (q), a indexes the oscillators, and the counter-term is implicit. We then calculate the partition function using the Euclidean action in the Matsubara formalism, and exactly integrate out the bath degrees of freedom to obtain an effective action for the particle only. This gives
and we identify the bath spectral function
which we can constrain to the Ohmic form, J (ω) = η |ω| to recover the effective action
We then define dimensionless quantities:
0 /2π , and Fourier transform to recover
If we choose the latter term, which comes from integrating out the bath, as the fixed point action, then we note that the former, kinetic term, will be irrelevant by power-counting.
RG procedure: integrating out fast modes, cumulants
Recognizing that the kinetic part of (S5) is irrelevant by power-counting, we can omit this term and restrict the bounds of integration over ω to ±Λ:
We now define the slow and fast modes as θ (ω) = θ f (ω) for Λ/b ≤ |ω| ≤ Λ and θ (ω) = θ s (ω) for 0 ≤ |ω| ≤ Λ/b, where b ≥ 1 is the parameter for rescaling of frequencies. We will always take the limit b → 1 in the 'momentum shell' procedure, so that only an infinitesimal number of modes are integrated out at each step. In general, the effective theory for the low energy modes is given by the actioñ
where the 0, f subscript on the expectation values indicates that the expectation values apply to the fast fields only, and with respect to the bare action S 0 . The . . . represent higher cumulant expressions, although we will find these do not contribute to the RG flow. S 0 [θ s ] is simply the same bare action (S6) with the bounds of integration restricted to the 'slow modes.'
The two-point correlation function G, will be necessary in formulating the second and higher cumulants. Denoting by 'f ' integration over the range Λ/b ≤ |ω| ≤ Λ, this is
which can be computed to arbitrary precision via Taylor series about τ = τ ,
General form of expectation values of exponentials
The harmonic perturbations we consider can be re-written
and so the expectation value of n copies of the perturbative terms (i.e. the sum over non-S 0 terms) is given by
where the slow terms have been factored out, as they do not participate in the expectation value. This leaves
which is a standard Gaussian functional integral, which evaluates to
The cumulants are calculated with respect to the 'fixed' part of the action (S7), which dictates how we ought to rescale our coordinates and fields. We choose this to be the term generated by integrating out the bath, and require it to be self-similar ('fixed') under the RG. Thus, as we integrate out the fast modes to obtain a low energy theory, we re-scale the slow fields so that this term remains fixed as we run the RG. We havẽ
and we can restore the original bounds of integration by introducing a rescaled frequencyω = bω, giving
which works out just fine if we haveθ (ω) = b −1 θ s (ω), in which casẽ
which is, indeed, self-similar. These new frequencies suggest new temporal coordinates,τ = b −1 τ , and the scaling of θ (ω) implies thatθ (τ ) = θ s (τ ), preserving the form of cosine potentials.
The first order (O (V ))contribution to the low-energy action is given straightforwardly from (S12) and (S17) as
which we immediately recognize is self-similar, and we implement the rescaling of coordinates and fields set by the fixed part of the action S 0 to recover
which suggests the renormalized couplingsṼ λ = b
α V λ , and a rescaled temperature,β = β /b, and we now have full self-similarity to first order. Note that the rescaling of temperature will not affect our results. Finally, these results agree with a previous study, however in our case, the presence of a second harmonic potential requires us to examine the second cumulant.
Here we consider the second cumulant,
which we know how to calculate from (S17),
We then relate this the terms allowed at bare level using a 'gradient expansion' about τ = τ , motivated by the fact that the coarse-graining procedure should preserve temporal locality. The zeroth order term in the gradient expansion indicates that this cumulant's contribution to the RG is to generate new terms that are superpositions of the existing wave numbers. When only a single harmonic is present at bare level (i.e. the case studied by Fisher and Zwerger, or single frequency boundary sine Gordon theory), the only possibilities are to generate integer multiples of the original harmonic, which are less relevant at first order, and a correction to the kinetic term, which goes like ω 2 and is thus irrelevant by power-counting. When an additional harmonic that is a non-integral multiple of the first is included, the second order processes can generate harmonics smaller and more relevant than those present at bare level. When the second harmonic is an irrational multiple of the first, these generated harmonics can be arbitrarily small.
Two-point function contributions of higher cumulants
As mentioned in the previous section, higher cumulants will contain products of the form
where it will prove useful to define this quantity z j,k , which depends on τ j,k and . In general, these terms will be multiplied by factors exp (iσ j λ j θ s (τ j )) and some coefficients, and integrated over all the τ j . The re-scaling procedure will introduce factors of b = e there as well. However, we point out a few things first. For the second, third, and fourth cumulants, the factors that come from the two point functions will then have the respective forms 
These have the notable property that at = 0, z i,j = 1, and the contents of the curly braces in each case sum to zero. Therefore, in taking the derivative of everything with respect to for the RG flow equation, only the derivatives of these cumulants (S28) matter (in implementing the product rule), and we take = 0 for all other terms.
What is especially interesting is that for the third and fourth cumulants, the derivative of the factors themselves with respect to , evaluated at = 0, are precisely zero. Based on the way the various moments factorize for cumulants beyond the second, it appears that this will hold for all higher cumulants, and thus, to lowest order in ∆ , there is no contribution to the RG flow equations beyond second order in the couplings V λ .
Full RG flow equation
The full RG flow equation, to lowest order in , is given by
δ λ,λ +λ − δ λ,|λ +λ | , and many terms will be counted twice by the sum. The first order contribution to this equation, which comes from the first cumulant, is easily obtained by taking a derivative. The second order contribution follows from the standard procedure used for sine Gordon or KosterlitzThouless RG: we perform a gradient expansion of (S27) about τ = τ , keeping only the lowest order term, and factor out a constant that spills over from dummy integration over τ (i.e. in (S29), all the V s have been divided by this factor). In the sine Gordon case, there is only one λ, and the λ + λ process generates a less relevant term, which we ignore, and the λ − λ term generates a correction to the kinetic energy. In our case, we ignore the correction to the kinetic energy, as this term is already irrelevant by power coupling. Additionally, since we have two frequencies at the start of the RG, the second order processes also generate new harmonics by superposition. Hidden from (S29) are terms that enter at higher order in , including O V 3 terms, and higher order contributions from the gradient expansion.
Approximate solution of the RG flow equations
In general, we are interested in understanding the flow of couplings when both of the bare frequencies -which we include by hand -are irrelevant at first order, but some linear combination of the two is relevant for a given value of dissipation α. We will always take the smaller of the bare frequencies to be unity, by rescaling our fields, and work with the two frequencies λ = 1, with bare coupling u 0 , and λ = γ, with bare coupling u 0 .
For γ rational, it is possible to simulate the RG flow equations numerically using iterative updates, truncating at some arbitrarily large frequency, which will be highly irrelevant. However, we wish to understand what happens when γ is irrational, in which case there will be no means by which to truncate the allowed frequencies from below. Here we will describe a means of approximately integrating the RG flow equations in a manner that is physically sensible, in which we take γ = m/n with m > n and m, n ∈ Z, and importantly, n −2 < α < 1. We will take
and since these couplings are guaranteed to be irrelevant, we will ignore the higher-order corrections . . . to their functional form, and integrate them directly to obtain
and now for simplicity, we will take m = n + 1 so that the relevant term λ = 1/n is formed in a single iteration of the RG, seen from implementation of (S29) :
and a simple Ansatz for the form of V 1/n yields an easy solution:
We now wish to calculate * , the RG time for which V 1/n , here assumed to be the only relevant term, grows to value unity. Since we will generally be interested in the limit where α is small, we will drop the latter term in (S33), and recover the expression * = 1 − 1
plus corrections due to the term we dropped. In general, we will be interested in the scenario where the second harmonic V γ is initially quite weak, while the main harmonic is order one (or vice versa), in which case the logarithm of will dominate, and we have * → 1
where α c for this rational case is n −2 , giving a straightforward scaling form for b * = e * as a power of .
In general, more than a single iteration of the second order RG processes will be needed to generate a relevant coupling. However, we note from the form of (S35) that the leading coefficient depends only on the relevant term itself, and not on any of the intermediate steps. Although this may add a somewhat complicated structure, following the procedure above will produce, at every step, additional powers of and u 0 , factors resulting from integration as in (S33), all of which multiply a sum of terms of the form e A . All of the complications arising from integration factors can be separated into a sub-leading contribution to (S35), and the only way the number of steps required to generate the relevant term shows up is in the power of (and u 0 , if we decided to retain it).
For an arbitrary second wave number γ, it would be quite cumbersome to determine the optimal sequence of second order processes to generate a given, relevant term. However, for the particular choice of γ = ϕ = 1 2 1 + √ 5 , this is quite simple. For a given value of α, the relevant term generated in the fewest number of RG iterations will be a Fibonacci wave number, the n th of which is given by λ n ≡ (−1) n (F n+1 − ϕF n ) = ϕ −n . In the first step, the term λ 1 = ϕ −1 = ϕ − 1 is generated, and in general, λ n is formed in n 'steps'. Correspondingly, after n steps, there are F n factors of , where F n is the n th Fibonacci number, and F n+2 factors of u 0 . Thus, supposing n * corresponds to the first Fibonacci potential with a coupling that grows to O(1), the RG time required to do so is given by * → n * = α F n * ϕ −2n
plus sub-leading corrections. In the limit of large n * , the parenthetical pre-factor goes quickly to −F n * . For scenarios in which the first relevant λ n is just barely relevant, it may be the case that λ n+1 or a subsequent Fibonacci potential grows to O(1) faster than λ n , despite being formed later in the RG, and thus we must always choose the minimal value of * as the minimal n among the relevant λ n , for a given value of α.
Localization length
While the RG time * provides a useful cross-over scale for when the particle begins to 'feel' localized due to the presence of a growing, relevant potential, we also note that it can take a substantial amount of RG time for this localization to take hold. Although the RG flow equations clearly show that, for any non-zero value of α, there will exist some potential generated by second order processes that is relevant, it is also clear that as α is decreased, it will take longer and longer for this localization to take effect, and additionally, the potential well to which the particle is localized will be correspondingly larger. To give this physical meaning, we will extract a localization length from the crossover time, * . Although it is possible to associate a genuine time scale τ to the RG time * , and then calculate how far the particle travels in such a time scale, the same result is more expediently recovered using the following definition:
and we perform the average by integrating out only the modes Λ/b * ≤ ω ≤ Λ, i.e. those corresponding to our RG time * . Additionally, we make the assumption that, until the time * is reached, the effect of the cosine terms may be ignored in evaluating the two-point function, and we have 
and from this we conclude that
We can compare to a previous prediction that the localization length diverges as (α − 1) −1/2 for the case of integer harmonics by using the result for (S35) for n = 1, which indeed gives ξ * ∼ (α − 1) −1/2 .
